
HURRICANE IAN

How the DOT used video to grow audiences on-site and 
social during a devastating storm



Planning was KING. A fast-moving storm with staffers in the field
meant the DOT had specific roles
With staff across Florida in the field documenting Ian's impact, the DOT 
focused on three key roles:

• Updates: A producer pulled in videos from staff via newsroom 
Twitter lists and content partners like Storyful into Presto. These 
raw videos were optimized and put into a playlist that topped high 
interest stories. This producer dropped some videos as standalones 
within stories and built more hyper local playlists for certain videos 
following landfall, too.

• Editing for platform(s): A producer edited videos as need be 
for social platforms, whether cropping vertically for Instagram or 
compiling clips into a longer cut for YouTube.

• Scheduling social: A producer scheduled videos natively on social for 
all Florida markets.

These roles were each critical in a fast-moving, breaking news 
environment, but a fourth role focused on monitoring areas of high 
interest locally via search and social would be advised as bandwidth 
allows in the future.
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Video was KING
• Gannett has a pretty solid playbook when it comes to hurricane 

coverage, but this year we really amped up social video

• Readers not only wanted to see the damage from Hurricane 
Ian, they wanted to share it with their friends and family. They 
kept coming back to our websites and social accounts for more
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Sharing is KING
• We posted Hurricane Ian videos to 

18 Florida Facebook accounts –
someone always knows someone 
in some part of Florida or they’re 
just curious as to the damage

• We posted Ian videos on Florida 
Twitter accounts, getting 
thousands of views on a platform 
we don’t normally use

• We shared Reels as Stories on 
Facebook and Instagram. We 
created separate Teams chats, one 
for Hurricane Ian video and one 
with USA TODAY Audience Team

• TikTok was huge – people are using 
that platform like Google
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Twitter as a space for video views 
AND referrals
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Most viewed:
5596 views, 6 
likes, 6 retweets

Most 
engagements: 
17 likes, 12 
retweets, 1119 
views

Most link 
clicks: 27 clicks, 15 
likes, 8 retweets, 
725 views

Rank of 
Twitter 
referrals

Video headline Link 
clicks 
from 
Twitte
r

2. Ian in Venice 775

3. Sarasota 
scenes

532

4. Sarasota winds, 
damage

441

5. Sarasota 
scenes

428

9. On the road 299

10. Debris, damage 
in Sarasota

296

Sept. 1 – Oct. 8

Clicks on video links shared on 
Twitter were among most clicked



Covering Ian while living it
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The power of social video

Video was key to helping us grow followers and 
bringing them directly to our websites



20 million video views in 2 weeks
• Overwhelming majority 

of views via mobile

• While playlist 
accounted for most 
views for videos, most 
clicks came from 
videos with "must-see" 
headlines within story.

8Most viewed: 887K views, 5.5K clicks Most clicked: 82K views, 727K views



Before, during and after
• Hurricane Ian made landfall as a Category 4 storm Sept. 28, 2022. Florida sites posted graphics of “the cone,” when Waffle 

House closed, when Ian made landfall, damage scenes across Florida, and how to help those affected
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Engaging is KING
• Answering readers’ questions 

contributed to the success of 
our growth

• We asked for user-generated 
content as the site 
(@naplesnews 
@thenewspress, do we have 
permission to use your video 
with USA TODAY Network?)

• When we couldn’t directly ask 
questions, we shared content 
about trending topics. What 
happened to Fort Myers Pier? 
Where are the Dome Homes?
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We emphasized must-see elements in video headlines
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Videos that resonated most had must-see qualities
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We should avoid creating video for its own sake. Instead, we should strive to create 
videos that have a compelling reason to exist, which gives them the most potential to 
reach audiences on and off-platform. Here are a few good reasons to make a video:

• See and hear: Offer what the medium does best by letting the 
audience see and hear things for themselves.

• Access: Take the audience to places they can't go and 
introduce them to people they wouldn’t otherwise meet or 
who have authoritative information on a key topic.

• Inform: Breakdown and explain the most important issues and 
news events in the communities you serve.

• Tell stories: Capture the joy, emotion and challenges facing 
the people and communities we serve.



When visuals are the story
With high interest in viral 
moments and 
damage, visually driven 
story files housed multiple 
visual assets and were 
optimized to connect with 
audiences searching for 
this content.

• DOT breakout on viral 
video of camera going 
underwater was 2nd 
most clicked story for 
the region with 438K 
PVs.

• A visual roundup story 
file produced by the DOT 
with 210K PVs was the 
13th most read 
story, third highest 
subscriber driver in the 
region with 42 
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Headline Newsroo
m

New 
Subs

See Ian's heavy winds, damage across Naples Naples 42

Ian's aftermath: Tour of damage shows parts
of Naples look like 'war zone'

Naples 29

Hurricane Ian: What our reporters are seeing, where they are Naples 13

See traffic, beach conditions in Naples, Collier County
as Ian nears

Naples 13

See Hurricane Ian damage city by city across Florida Naples 12

Camera goes underwater, then viral
as Ian floods Fort Myers Beach

Fort 
Myers
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See before and after photos of Hurricane Ian's impact
on these Fort Myers locations

Fort 
Myers
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After of Ian: What our reporters, editors are
seeing in Lee County

Fort 
Myers

9

Subscriptions on visually driven 
stories in Florida, Sept. 25 – Oct. 
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YouTube: Compilations of moments,
drone footage, and targeting specific locations

• A compilation of rescues led to 2.3K views and 
added 8 new subscribers for a channel that 
has yet to reach monetization.

• A before/after look at Naples' pier through 
courtesy photos, drone footage reached 4.1K 
views and earned $7 in revenue.

• In an area that was not as hard hit, targeted 
search interest in "Daytona Beach flooding" 
led to 26K views, over $100 in revenue from 
the video showcasing drone footage.

• Our most viewed video was also the most 
clicked video on-site, reached 277K views and 
made over $800 with drone footage focused 
on one of the damaged areas: Fort Myers 
Beach.
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Takeaways
1. Prioritize raw video before leaning into a produced piece

2. Lean on content partners like Storyful for video. Consult our 
guide for how you can access those clips or reach to partners at 
the DOT or VPC for assistance

3. Use active language in video headlines to promote must-see 
elements

4. If you have a high volume of video, utilize a playlist to house 
those videos and place it on high interest stories

5. Interest in visuals are often high during big breaking. Consider 
using a story file as another location to house videos and 
galleries, consulting with the DOT on optimization of a file.
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https://gannett-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/p/nchute/EeygH3bZ0t1Mo9YI_e7S8vMBJJjGcO10MQkad2Wt46D7ZA?e=ib3qFM


Thank you

Nate Chute, Lead Producer, visuals, USA TODAY Network, 
nchute@gannett.com

Jennifer Sangalang, Lead Producer, Florida-Georgia DOT, 
jsangalang@gannett.com
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